Abstract. In this paper, an editing algorithm based on the projection of the examples in each dimension is presented. The algorithm, that we have called EOP (Editing by Ordered Projection) has some interesting characteristics: important reduction of the number of examples from the database; lower computational cost in respect of other typical algorithms due to the absence of distance calculations; conservation of the decision boundaries, especially from the point of view of the application of axis-parallel classifiers; reduction of the decision tree size or the number of decision rules. The performance of EOP is showed by comparing the results provided by C4.5 [5] before and after applying it on databases with continuous attributes. These experiments have been realised using some databases from UCI repository [1] . The use of EOP as preprocessing method for the later application of any axis-parallel learning algorithm convert it in a valuable tool in the field of data mining.
INTRODUCTION
The data mining researchers, especially those dedicated to the study of algorithms that produce knowledge in some of the usual representations (decision lists, decision trees, association rules, etc.), make usually their tests on standard and accessible databases (most of them with small size). The purpose is to verify and validate independently the results of their algorithms. Nevertheless, these algorithms are modified to solve specific problems, for example real databases that contain much more information (number of examples) than standard used as training. To accomplish the final tests on these real databases with tens of attributes and thousands of examples is a task that takes a lot of time and memory size.
Among all the methodologies used by data mining researchers, those based on axis-parallel classifiers are the most common. These have an important advantage: they are classifiers that provide easy-to-understand decision rules by human and very useful for the expert interested in getting knowledge from the database. The C4.5 tool [Quinlan93] is, probably, the most useful technique of this type. C4.5 and other tools have a similar rule syntax (or equivalent) to the next one (a i : attribute; m i , M i : numeric constants):
If m 1 ≤ a 1 ≤ M 1 and m 2 ≤ a 2 ≤ M 2 and ...and m n ≤ a n ≤ M n then class Therefore, it is important to apply to the databases preprocessing techniques to reduce the number of examples or the number of attributes in such a way to decrease the computational cost. These preprocessing techniques are fundamentally oriented to one of the next goals: editing (reduction of the number of examples by eliminating some of them or calculating prototypes) and feature selection (eliminating non-relevant attributes). Our algorithm belongs to the first group.
Editing methods are much related to the nearest neighbours (NN) techniques [2] . Some of them are briefly cited in the following lines. In [3] is proposed to include in the set of prototypes those examples whose classification is wrong using the nearest neighbour technique; [9] proposed to eliminate the examples with incorrect k-NN classification; the works of [6] and [7] follows the same idea. Other variants are based on Voronoi diagrams [4] , Gabriel neighbours (two examples are said to be Gabriel neighbours if their diametrical sphere does not contain any other examples) or relative neighbours [8] In the last section we have dealt with several databases from UCI repository: small size (Iris), middle size (Breast Cancer and Pima Indian Diabetes) and large size (Letter). To show the goodness of our method we have used C4.5 before and after applying EOP. A five-cross validation for both applications is summarised.
If we choose a region where all examples inside have the same class, maybe we could select some of them, which are not decisive to establish the boundaries of the region. For example, in two dimensions, we need four examples to determine the boundaries of one region, at maximum. In general, in d-dimensions, we will need 2d examples at maximum. Therefore, if a region has more than 2d examples, we could reduce it.
That is the main idea of our algorithm: to eliminate the examples that are not in the boundaries of their regions. The aim is to calculate what set of examples could be covered by a rule and then eliminate those inside the rule that are not establishing the boundaries.
The method is completely heuristic because EOP will work independently with the projection of the example in each dimension, not all dimensions at the same time. This heuristic could seem poor for lack of generality, however the results are quite the opposite.
To show graphically (figure 1) the idea of our algorithm we use a simple two-dimensional database with twelve numbered examples and two labels: I (odd numbers) and P (even numbers). An optimal classifier would obtain the two rules showed in figure 2. However, this classifier must be hierarchical, since it is producing overlapped rules. This is not the case of C4.5 and many others. Before formally exposing the algorithm, we will briefly explain its application. Consider the situation depicted in figure 7 : the projection of the examples on the abscissas axis produce four ordered sequences {I, P, I, P} corresponding to the examples {[9, 3, 5, 1, 11], [8] , [7] , [4, 6, 2, 12, 10]}. Identically, with the projection on the ordinates axis we can obtain the sequences {P, I, . Finally, we must do note that the examples 3, 5 and 6 are never the initial or final examples of any sequence. Therefore, they will be candidates to be eliminated because they will never be boundaries. The idea is best understood analysing the non-empty regions obtained by means of projections on every axis, as shows the figure  7 and deleting the examples that are not relevant to establish the boundaries of a rule (figure 8). 
Definitions
Def 1: An example E is a tuple formed by the Cartesian product of the set A of attributes A i and the set of labels C. We define the operations att and lab to access to the attributes and its label:
and
Def 2: Let the universe U be a sequence of examples. We will say that a database with n examples, each of them with m attributes and a label, forms a particular universe. Then U=<u [1] , ..., u[n]>. Since the database is a sequence, the access to an example is achieved by means of its position. Likewise, the access to j-th attribute of the ith example is made by att(s[i],j), and for knowing its label lab(s[i]).
Def 3: Two disjoint subsequences of examples, randomly generated that contain approximately 70% and 30% of the universe, respectively, have been called training and test.
Def 4: An ordered projected sequence is a sequence formed by the projection of the universe onto the i-th attribute. This sequence is sorted and it contains the numbers of the examples. For example, in figure 1 , for the first attribute we have {9, 3, 5, 1, 11, 8, 7, 4, 6, 2, 12, 10} and for the second attribute {12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 11, 2, 9, 7, 5, 3, 1}.
Def 5: A partition in subsequences of the ordered sequence is the set of subsequences formed from the ordered sequence of an attribute in such a way to maintain the projection order, group the examples with the same label and every two consecutive partitions are disjoint. In the figure 1, we have for the first attribute {[9, 3, 5, 1, 11], [8] , [7] , [4, 6, 2, 12 Def 7: The weakness of an example is defined as the number of times that this example is not border in a partition (i. e., it is inner to a partition) for every partition obtained from ordered projected sequences of each attribute.
In the previous example, let {[9, 3, 5, 1, 11], [8] , [7] , [4, 6, 2, 
Algorithm

EXPERIMENTS
Tests have been achieved over four databases of varying complexity from UCI repository: Iris (150, 4, 3), Cancer (683, 9, 2), Pima (768, 8, 2) and Letter (20.000, 16, 26).
The experiments follow the next steps for each database:
• It is very important to point out that we could have obtained the tree size and the error rate by applying C4.5 before and after EOP, without using test files. The results would have been better in that case. However, the experiments designed are using the same test file in each execution. The next figure 9 shows the procedure. Therefore, the idea consists of trying to maintain the knowledge that there was in the original training file into the reduced training file. This purpose is proved by testing both training files.
The results are shown in the next table. The meaning of the columns is as follows:
• E: size of training files (70% original database size).
• E*: size of edited training file (DB+EOP).
• %Red: reduction of E in comparison to E*.
• Size E: decision tree size, generated by C4.5 from E.
• Size E*: decision tree size, generated by C4.5 from E*.
• %Dec Size: reduction percentage of decision tree size.
• %Err E: error rate provided by the decision tree of E from the original test file.
• %Err E*: error rate provided by the decision tree of E* from the original test file. • Dif Err: difference between both error rates: |E*-E|. 
CONCLUSIONS
We show an editing algorithm (EOP: Editing by Ordered Projection). Its main application is as a preprocessing method for axis-parallel classifiers (like C4.5). EOP has an important characteristic: it does not need distance calculations and, therefore, it is not necessary to define it. NN-based techniques need to initially set some parameters, EOP does not. The computational cost is lower than other methods O(M N log N). The test set has been realised with four different databases from UCI repository and the results are very interesting which show that our algorithm is a robust method to reduce databases for studying other learning algorithms without loosing decision boundaries. EOP is deterministic; it is neither dependent on random values nor the order of example processing.
At the same time, we are presenting a measure, named weakness for an example, which can help to determine the importance of an example as decision boundary. More weakness implies less relevance. Thus, in more complicated databases we could relax the reduction factor for eliminating which weakness is greater or equal than M-i, instead of M, as it is used in the algorithm above.
We are studying now the possibility of applying it to discrete attributes.
